315 MacAlpine Crescent
Gregoire Industrial Park
780-743-2894
youngmotors.ca

Fleet Maintenance and Repairs
Are you looking for a top quality provider
of
www.youngmoors.ca
fleet mechanical services? We employ full
time, highly experienced, Red Seal Certified
technicians. Our facility in the Gregoire
Industrial Park was designed by our owners
and custom built to ensure the best possible
service experience for our customers. We
have 8 mechanic bays, with one dedicated
specifically for oil changes to ensure that your
safety objectives are met in the most cost
effective and timely manner possible.
Due to our extended hours, even a flat tire on a
Sunday can be quickly dealt with at our
Gregoire location. We know you operate 7
days a week, so in order to properly service
your requirements, we do too! For this reason,
we are truly unsurpassed in Fort McMurray.
Routine maintenance can often be done on the
spot, while you wait. Our reception area is a
spacious and welcoming area where you can sit
and have a cup of coffee and watch TV while
you wait for your vehicle to be serviced.

Fleet Cleaning, Detailing, & Undercarriage Steam-cleaning
We provide top notch vehicle cleaning and
detailing. We are able to customize a cleaning
program to match your needs and budget. We
have a bay in the shop dedicated exclusively to
undercarriage and engine compartment
cleaning. Some of our competitors use a ramp
to clean undercarriages. We are equipped with
a full hoist, which allows us to access the entire
undercarriage and remove the most mud
possible.
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Fleet Maintenance & Repair Services
DOOR LABOR RATE

Experienced, Red Seal Certified technicians

$160.00 per hour

OIL CHANGES
Cars
Gas trucks, vans, SUV's
Diesel trucks

$44.95 + parts
$44.95 + parts
$84.95 + parts

Oil changes include a comprehensive 25 point inspection. Synthetic & synthetic blends of oil are extra.

INSPECTIONS
AMVIC inspection / Out of province inspection

Commercial vehicle mechanical inspection
Repair
Mount & balance
Rotation

TIRES

$195.00 / $250.00
$295.00
$49.95 per tire
$49.95 per tire
$59.95 for 4 tires

HOURLY MECHANICAL SERVICES
Tune-ups, brakes, steering, suspension
Dash warning lights, electrical system
Trailer and ATV repairs and maintenance
Trailer CVIP and hitches
Accessory supply and installation
Mine equipment supply and installation
Windshield repair and replacement

Hourly
Hourly
Hourly
By Quotation
By Quotation
By Quotation
By Quotation

Prices are plus GST and shop supplies @ 10% of labor (max $75 per work-order)
Towing services are available – free vehicle pickup within city limits – please inquire on cost from site
Replacement rental truck starting @ $49/day while yours is in for repair. Midsize car @ $40/day

No job is too big or small. Ask us - Chances are we can do it for you!
We will take the time to customize a program tailored to your needs and budget.
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Fleet Cleaning, Detailing & Undercarriage Services
EXTERIOR WASH
Includes:
-Complete exterior hand wash
-Mud removal from tires, wheel wells
-Minor bug and tar removal
-Clean door jams

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR WASH
Includes:
Exterior wash, plus:
-Power vacuuming seats, floor, trunk
-Cleaning dash, console, trim panels
-Cleaning interior glass
-Cleaning door frames

$39.95

$249.95 - $349.95

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR DETAIL

UNDERCARRIAGE STEAMCLEAN

Includes:

Includes:

-Interior & exterior wash, plus:
-Steam cleaning seats and carpet
-Spotcleaning of headliner and visors
-Engine compartment shampoo
-Application of interior + tire dressing

$399.95 - $499.95

-Complete undercarriage cleaning
-Engine compartment steam cleaning
-Wheels and wheel well steam cleaning

$120.00 per hour

Extremely dirty vehicles may need to be adjusted accordingly (by estimate).
Prices are plus GST and shop supplies @ 10% of labor (max $75 per work-order).
No job is too big or small. Ask us - Chances are we can do it for you!
We will take the time to customize a program tailored to your needs and budget.

